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ABSTRACT
In the expansion of the ground-state energy of a 
polaron in a weak magnetic field as a power series in the 
magnetic field strength, the zeroth-order term is the 
polaron self-energy while the first-order term is inversely 
proportional to the polaron effective mass. The effective 
mass so obtained is exactly equivalent to the free polaron 
effective mass as defined by Frohlich. This equivalence 
principle is used to approximate the polaron effective 
mass by employing an approximate expression of the ground- 
state energy of a polaron in a weak magnetic field obtained 
by applying Feynman's path-integral variational method.
The resultant polaron effective mass is found to be higher 
than Feynman's result by less than one per cent.
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The polaron problem arises in the study of the motion
of a single electron in the conduction band of a semi-
conductive ionic crystal. The usual initial approach to
the description of a conduction electron is the Bloch 
1approximation which assumes that the lattice ions are 
rigidly attached to their lattice sites. In the Bloch 
approximation an electron with energy near the bottom of 
the conduction band moves as a free particle with a certain 
mass m, called the band mass. For an ionic crystal this 
approximation is an over simplification because in such 
crystals the lattice ions are unshielded charges and there­
fore react significantly to the presence of a conduction 
electron. Thus the conduction electron induces an appre­
ciable displacement of the lattice ions from the static 
configuration assumed in the Bloch approximation. The 
electron in turn experiences not only the static field 
assumed in the Bloch approximation but also the incremental 
electric field resulting from the displacement of the 
lattice ions from their lattice sites. If one assumes 
that the wave vector of electron is small compared to the 
reciprocal lattice spacing {which is tantamount to saying 
that electronic wave function will vary only negligibly 
over the distance of several lattice spacings) then the 
electron can be regarded essentially as moving under the
1
2
influence of a continuous macroscopic polarization field
arising from the displacement of ions from their lattice
sites. The name "polaron" has been given to the entity
consisting of the Bloch conduction electron together with
its accompanying (non-radiative) polarization field.
Another way to look at the motion of electron in an ionic
crystal is to regard the electron as triggering quantized
vibrations (phonons) in the crystal. Then the polaron is
the Bloch electron "dressed" with its cloud of phonons.
2In a derivation of the Hamiltonian for such a 
system, Frohlich invokes the additional approximation that 
the electron interacts predominantly with long wavelength 
longitudinal optical (LO) modes of the crystal all of which 
are treated as having a common frequency, w. Frohlich's
AHamiltonian is derived in Appendix A and is given by
H(a> = | p2 + Z | (pj + q£ - 1)
1C ++
o rr x. -i cos k*rj. r ®v2rrOt r ' r  ̂~ i ii \+ [ _ _ ] £ gk { }, (l)
k 1 ~ 1 ~ s m  k*r
where r is the electron coordinate vector, q^ is the 
polarization-field oscillator coordinate of wave vector k, 
p and p, are the momenta canonically conjugate to r and
«w K n
q^, and a is a dimensional constant called the polaron
* Throughout this paper a natural system of units is 
used in which m=(D=v&=l.
3
coupling constant defined by
wherein -e is the electronic charge and £ and em are the 
static and optical dielectric constants of crystal. In 
Eq. (1) V is a normalization volume which is to be taken 
infinitely large, in which limit




{ ~ ~ } (4)
sin k*r
♦W , HI
stands for the upper or the lower expression depending 
respectively on whether or not k satisfies one or the other 
of the following:
k > 0, x '
k = 0. k >0, x y
or
k = 0, k = 0 , k  > 0,x y z (5)
“The~'firstterm in tĥ ' Hamiltonian given by Eq. (1)
is the band energy of the electron measured from the
bottom of the conduction band, the second term represents
the energy of the polarization field measured relative to
its zero-point energy, and the third term is the electron-
IiO-phonon interaction energy.
2Frohlich also defines the polaron self-energy,
EQ (a), and the polaron effective mass, u(ct), by the 
expansion
V “'5r» “ Eo (a) + 2u W  + ' 161
where E (a,k ) is the ground-state eigenvalue of H(a),O *** X
whose corresponding eigenfunction, if* , , is also an°lKn
eigenfunction of the total wave vector, Km, with eigen- 
value km. The total wave vector, K^, means the vector sum 
of the wave vectors of the electron and all the phonons.
By definition, ip , depicts a situation in which all 
phonons present are non-radiative and are therefore part 
of the polaron's phonon cloud. Thus E (a,krp) representsO X
the energy of a ground-state polaron propagating with a 
wave vector kT.
The polaron problem has been of long standing 
interest in physics. From a theoretical viewpoint it is 
of interest because it affords a relatively simple but 
non trivial example of an interaction between a particle
5
and its self-produced quantized field in which no trouble­
some infinite renormalizations arise. Because of this 
extended interest, the coupling constant, a, is regarded 
as an independent parameter. One of the aims of the 
theoretical research is to develop calculational methods 
which are accurate for all values of the coupling constant, 
a, with the hope that such methods may be helpful in 
dealing with similar many-body problems such as a nucleon 
interacting with its meson field.
Recent experimental investigations on polarons have
further stimulated the theoretical work on the subject.
First, the experiments on the ionization energy of bound 
3 4polarons, ' require for their interpretation the 
theoretical difference in energy of the free-polaron 
ground-state energy and the energy of the bound polarons. 
Since these energies are usually calculated separately, 
it is important to have good values for the free-polaron 
ground-state energy. Second, polaron effective masses 
have been estimated experimentally by cyclotron resonance 
measurements made on a variety of materials in which the
5_opolaron coupling constant, a, lies in the range l<a<4.5.
It would be desirable, therefore, to have a reasonably 
accurate formula for the polaron effective mass as a 
function of the polaron coupling constant (which in turn 
is known in terms of the band mass by Eq. (2)) because 
such a formula can be used in conjunction with the
6
'expe^inehtald.y “determined polaron mass to compute the
band mass for the sake of comparison with independent
theoretical calculations for the band mass.
9 10Various theoretical methods ' have been employed 
to approximate the polaron self-energy and effective mass. 
The Lee-Low-Pines"^ weak-coupling variational calculation 
yields
Ec = -a , (7)
and
y(a) = 1 + g  a . (8)
These results are exactly correct to the first order in
a in the limit of weak coupling. Several more refined
9 12 13 14weak-coupling theories have been published. 1 1 1  
The strong-coupling variational calculations of 
Landau"**̂  and Pekar^ yield
Eo (a) = -aa2 , (9)
and
y1 (a) = ba^ + 1 , (10)
7
with
a =; ,10 , (11)
and
b ~ .02 . (12)
17The analytic form of Eq. (9) is asymptotically correct.
The polaron effective mass, y'(a), given by Eq. (10), 
however, is based upon an alternative definition of the 
effective mass which is equivalent to Frohlich's 
definition only when the trial ground-state wave function 
employed is an exact eigenfunction of the total wave 
vector. The trial wave function employed in Landau-Pekar 
approximation is not such a function. A few further 
refinements in the strong-coupling theories have also 
been worked out. '
19 20The Feynman-Schultz ’ results for the polaron self- 
energy and effective mass agree with the Lee-Low-Pines 
result for weak coupling, agree with the Landau-Pekar 
results for strong coupling and possess smooth transitional 
behavior for intermediate coupling. For all values of 
a, the self-energy obtained by Feynman and Schultz is an 
upper-bound approximation which is less than or approxi­
mately equal to all other known upper bounds to the
8
self-energy. Therefore the Feynman-Schultz method is 
remarkably successful at least for the purpose of cal­
culating the ground-state energy of a free polaron for 
all coupling strengths. Their polaron effective mass, 
however, is based on a definition which (although in­
geniously devised for ease of calculation within the 
framework of their method of approximation) is rather 
ad hoc in the respect that no rigorous validation is 
offered for equating the result to the "true" polaron 
effective mass as already properly defined by Frohlich.
In this paper the ground-state energy of a polaron
in a weak magnetic field, B, will be calculated using the
same variational approximation as Feynman and Schultz
used to calculate the ground-state energy of a free
polaron. In view of their success in the free polaron
case, it is expected that the results for a weak magnetic
field would be accurate at least to first order in the
magnetic field strength. Once the ground-state energy
of a polaron in a weak magnetic field is calculated to
first order in the magnetic field strength, then a
corresponding approximation for the free polaron effective
mass can be obtained by invoking a theorem (proved by
21Marshall and Robert and shown in Appendix B) according 
to which
E0 (a,X) = E0 (a) (13)
9
where
A = eB/c, (14)
where E (oi,A) is the exact ground-state energy of a 
polaron in a magnetic field, and where EQ (a) and y(a) 
are the exact self-energy and effective- mass respectively 
of a free polaron as defined by Frohlich.
The Feynman path-integral formulation for calculation 
of the exact ground-state energy of a polaron in a 
magnetic field is developed, in Chapter 2. The variational 
approximation to the ground-state energy is carried out 
and the expression for.the polaron effective mass is ob­
tained in Chapter 3. The results are discussed in Chapter 4 
along with comparisons with the results of Feynman and
Schultz and the results of others, including those of
22Hellwarth and Platzman who have obtained the polaron 
effective mass by a method somewhat similar to the present 
one.
CHAPTER 2
EXACT EXPRESSION FOR THE POLARON GROUND-STATE ENERGY
In order to derive an exact expression for the 
ground-state energy, EQ (a,X), of a polaron in a magnetic 
field, one may begin by noting that if the polaron system 
is in any specified state, at an initial time (t=0), 
then the system's wave function at any later time (t=t^), 
is expressible as
*<-rf,qf,tf) = }a35i|ag.K!£frqfrtf;ri,qi0)'f(ri,qi ,0),
(15)
where q = represents the set of all polarization
field oscillators and
* -iE ( a , m f
= zV £ f ' 9 £ > V £ i.qi>en
(16)
wherein ip (r,q) represents a complete orthonormal set of n ~
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, H(a,X), of a polaron 
in a magnetic field and En (ce,X) represents the corres­
ponding energy eigenvalues. Equation (16) may be solved 




Let <f»0 (<3) be any function of q which is not ortho­
gonal to the exact ground state function if) (r,q) .O M
*Multiplication of both siues of Eq. (16) by <J>q (q̂ ) *(f>0 (q̂ ) 
and integration over the variables q^ and q^ gives
CD CO
J j <Jq£ aq± ♦ *<qf)K{rf.qf, V ri'%°>*0(<Ii) =
—  00 — CO
* -iE (a,A)tf
1 an o (£f> an o (5i ,e  '  (17>n
where
ano^} = jdq 0 q)^n*£'q} * (18)
Evaluation of this result at r. *= r_ = 0 and t,- = -iT.~i ~f f '
with T ->• +<» yields
OO 00
j | dqf dq^ <t>* (qf)K(0,qf ,-iT; 0,qi,0) cJ>o (qi>
—  OO — 00
* -E (a,X)T
= E ano<2> ano<2>e <19>n
* -E (o,X)T 
+ a (0) a 0 e ° . (20)OO - OO ~
Therefore
12
E0 (a,X) = lim {-T"1 In GQO(-iT)}, (21)T->-oo
where
OO 00
-  J } d<3 f  a<3 i  * o (<Jf ) K ( ° ' ‘l f ' t £ ! 0 -'IL,t1)4.o ( g 1 ).
’*“00 “CO
(22)
Equation (21) along with Eq. (22) gives an exact expression
for the polaron ground-state energy in terms of the kernel,
23K, which may be expressed explicitly as
£f,t:f q f f t f





£ — j dt L(r,r,q,q,X) (24)
and where L is the polaron Lagrangian in the presence of 
the magnetic field, B. This Lagrangian is derived in 
Appendix A in the form
m
13
= j  i 2 + +  j  1~ • . k -
_ 8/2Tia U „■. :qk COS k-rL — rr—  A L' _=_■ r





F[x (t) ]Dx (t)
xi,p
(26)
denotes a single-fold Feynman path integral over paths, 
x(t), satisfying the boundary conditions x(o)=x^ and 
x(tf)=xf. This Feynman path integral is defined by the 
following set of operations: The interval Co,t^] is
divided N subintervals, each of length e=t^/N.
x.







Dx(t)F[x(t)] = lim [ irJ r r - ]N/2N̂-oo
OO w 00J dXl|  d x 2 {  dxN-l— 00 — 00 — 00 FCx(t) ],
where r
X, -x.
x. + -i— i [t-o] x e
x--x,






Xjj_^ + —F [t-(N-l)e] for (N-l)e£t^Ne,
(28)
In Eq. (23), the symbol, Dr(t), denotes path integration 
over each of the three rectangular components of r, and 
Dq(t), denotes the path integration over all oscillator 
coordinates, the integration over each coordinate being 
performed in the manner just indicated.
The fact that Eq. (23) does represent the kernel 
given by Eq. (16) can be verified by demonstrating that
15
it satisfies the following two conditions which are 
clearly true in view of Eq. (16) and which are sufficient 
to determine K{r-fq4-,t„;r. ,q. ,o) uniquely:X £ X m JL 1





where the subscript "f" on H(a#X) indicates operation on 
functions of f-subscripted coordinates and H(a,X) denotes 
the Hamiltonian for a polaron in a magnetic field, derived 
in Appendix A and given there by Eq. (A66).
Equations (21)-(28) now constitute an exact explicit 
prescription for obtaining the ground-state energy,
E (a,X). To simplify this result, Eq. (22) may be written
in the following more compact form
o,tf t -f — f r f t p ^
^ o ^ f *  = j Dr (t) exp{il dt(̂ . r + Xxy)} n Gk (tf), 
o,o V





Gk (tfJ = { j dqk,f dqk,i *o(qk,f*
.CO .00
qk,f/*f
f Dqk (t)exp{if I^ttjatH^q^) ,
q . ~ o'"^k,i,o
(32)
with
Lk (t) C4k"qk+1] " Yk (t)qk (t)' (33)
in which
„ /4-\ - r 8/2™ nh 1 f COS ~*£ i
V fc> - [ - r -  ] T F  < sin k.r >• »«>
By choosing ^(q^) to be the simple harmonic 
oscillator ground-state function
4>o*qk* = exp ( - ~ ) , (35)
each of the ordinary single integrals which result from
using Definition (27) in Eq. (32) has an integrand of
the simple form of an exponential of a quadratic function
of its integration variable. Therefore, each such integral
*
A *
can be performed analytically. The result is
17
fcf fcf
Gk (tf) = exp{ - i j | dt ds Yk (t) t_sl }.
o o
(36)
The simplicity of this result is the motivation of the 
choice of <f> as given by Eq. (35) .
Substitution of Eq. (36) into Eq. (31) yields
S f t f  fcf
Goo(tf> " | D£ (t) exP{i[ £2 +
0,0 o
*f
- \  | | at ds e-1^  sl E yk (t)Yk (s)>.
O O ~ ~
(37)
The summation occuring in Eq. (37) can be evaluated by 
use of Eqs. (3) and (34) with the result that
I Yk (t)yk (s) = TrffgV M T  • (38)
Substitution of Eq. (38) into Eq. (37) and evaluation of
the resulting equation for t^ = -iT yields (upon making





S = | dt(- + i^xy)
o
(40)
and where the path integral in Eq. (39) (as well as each 
path integral in the sequel) is redefined by replacing 
t^ by in Eq. (27).
In summary the exact ground-state energy of a polaron 
in a magnetic field is given by
wherein S is expressed by Eq. (40). This result is 
remarkable in that the original bona-fide many-body 
problem has been reduced to a one-body problem. In a 
formalism in which the electron can interact only locally 
with the polarization field, it is necessary to include
t
a description of the field, with its infinitely many 
degrees of freedom, in order to keep track of the history 
of the dynamics of the electron. In the formalism of
EQ {a,X) = lim {-T"1 ln[ Dr(t)eS>, (41)
Feynman path-integrals over entire electron trajectories,
history of electron motion, so that no additional 
dynamical description is needed to specify the historical 
information already supplied by r(t).
The reduced one-body problem has an interesting form 
which can be explicated by writing Eg. (40) in the form
The integrand H (t) of Eq. (42) formally may be regarded 
as a (complex) energy associated with the motion of the 
electron at a time t. The first term in the expression 
for H(t) is the kinetic energy of the electron, the second 
term is the magnetic interaction term, and the last term 
is a potential energy of sorts. This potential energy has 
the form of an attractive coulombic interaction of the 
electron at time t with itself at an earlier time s.
The exponential factor signifies that the self-interaction 
is stronger in the near past than it is in the distant 
past.







In preceeding chapters a procedure for calculating 
the polaron ground-state energy and thereby obtaining 
the polaron effective mass has been outlined. However, 
it has not been possible to evaluate the path integral 
in Eq. (41). For a weak magnetic field, however, one may 
obtain a variational upper-bound approximation for EQ (a,A) 
by use of an extension of Feynman's variational principle 
discussed in Appendix C. According to this principle, 
for a sufficiently weak magnetic field,
wherein S is given by Eq. (40) , S' represents any approxi­
mation to S, and
The angle brackets in Eq. (45) denote the path average
Eo(a,A) <_ E^(a, X) (44)
where
E^(a,A) = E^o)(a,A) lim T”1 <S-S'>, (45)T*>°°
(46)
0,0











wherein FCr(t)] represents any function of path.
In as much as S' is chosen to approximate S, E^(a,l) 
as given by Eq. (45) represents a corresponding approxi­
mation to the ground-state energy Eo (a,X) in the respects 
that E^ta, X.) is an expansion for EQ (a,X) as a power series 
in (S-S1) correct through first order in (S—S *) and that 
the.variational principle may be brought to bear in order 
to optimally determine any parameters contained in the 
choice for S'.
To employ the variational principle successfully one 
needs to select S' so that the path integrals involving 
S' in Eqs. (44)-(47) can be performed and that (apart from 
an irrelevant additive constant) S' does approximate S 
well at least for those paths, r(t) , which contribute 
significantly to Jexp(S)Dr(t) and |exp(S')Dr(t). The 
expression for S’ to be used here is chosen in the same 
way as Feynman chooses his S' for the case of a free 
polaron, that is, by replacing the attractive Coulombic
22
potential, - |r(t)-r(s)| 1 e ^  by a simple 
harmonic attractive potential Icjr (t)-r (s)ij 2e"w ̂t-s ̂ , 
where C and w are variational parameters. Thus
T
S' = | dt[- r2 + iXxy] 
o
T T
" k  C } | dt ds e-w t̂_s ̂ Cr(t)-r(s)32. (48)
o o
A refinement of choice for which the required path 
integrals can also be performed without much greater 
difficulty is
Sref = j atC" 7 j2 + 
o
■p t 00
- - | J  dt ds (J dw'c(wf )ew 'lt_sl) Cr(t)-r(s) ]2, 
o o o
(49)
where C(w') is a variational function. Equation (49). 
reduces to Eq. (48) for the restriction
C(w') = C6(w,-w) . (50)
23
This refinement, however, is not employed here because 
it is too difficult to carry it through to numerical 
fruition, mainly because of the complicated form of the 
integral equation for C(w') which results from optimi­
zation.
Substitution of Eqs. (40) and (48) into Eq. (45) 
and use of the Definition (47) yields
E^(a,X) = E ^ o)(a,A) - (A+B), (51)
where
T T
A = lim [ [ dt da e- ̂ T*"a ̂ < ] r (t) -r (a) I _1>, (52)
T+« /8T ' J ~o o
and
T
B = lim | £ I dr da e”IT“a U|r(x)-r(a)|2>. (53)
o
For the purpose of simplifying Eqs. (51)-(53), one may 
begin by expressing |r(t)-r(a)I in terms of its Fourier
A*
transform as follows :
|r (x)-r(a) = fd3k(2Tr2k2)  ̂exp{ik*[r (T)-r (a) ]}




= Ta3Ic(27T2k 2)” 1  exp{ f dt f{k,trT,0)-r(tj>, (55)J J '
o
where
f(k,t,T,cr) = ik[6(t-T) - 6 (t-cr) ] . (56)
n# M
Substitution of Eq. (55) into Eqs. (52) and (53) then 
yields
T T
A = lim ■-£- f f dt d a e" I T “ a  M d 3k (2ir2k2) “1W(k,T,a) 






B = lim [ d x d a e u lT a ̂ (k,x ,a) I ],




W(k,T,cr) = <exp{ I dt f (k,t,r,a) • r (t) }>. (59)
o
Furthermore, the evaluation of , as given by Eq. (46),
may be accomplished without direct use of the definition
25
of path integral by observing from Eqs. (46) and (48) 
that
because for C=0, S' describes the cyclotron motion of 
particle for which the ground-state energy is A/2.
It is clear from Eqs. (51), (57), (58), and (61) that in 
order to obtain a tenable formula for E^(ot,A), a simplified 
expression is needed for W(k,x,cf) which by use of Eqs. (47) 
and (59) can be written explicitly as
This expression may be simplified by changing the path- 
integration variable, r(t), in the numerator of Eq. (62) 
to a new variable r'(t) e r(t) - r(t), where r(t) is that 














is extremal and for which r(o) — r{T) =0. The resultant*  Ar **
numerator contains the denominator as a factor with the 
consequence that
T
W(kfTfq) = exp{^- ] f (k,t,T,cj) 'r(t)dt}. (63)— / j " * ~
o
Extremization of the exponent of the numerator of Eq. (62) 
yields the following integro-differential equations for 
the components of r(t):
T









z (t) = 2cj e s ̂ [z (t) -z (s) 3ds-fz (k,t,T ,a) , (66)
where f , f , and f are the components of f given by X  z  **
Eq. (56) . In Appendix D, these equations are solved con­
veniently in the limit apart from additive constants
which are irrelevant in view of Eqs. (56) and (63) and
27
 apart .jlrom transient terms which are appreciable only near
the end points t=o and t-T and which are also irrelevant to 
the desired evaluation of Eqs. (57) and (58) in the re­
quired limit The results are
T
x(t) « J  dt* Gxx(t,t')fx (k,t' ,T,CJ)
O
T
+ [ dt* G (t,t')fv (k,t,,T,a), (67)J Y ~o








z(t) = J  dt' Gzz(t,t')fz (k,t',T,<x), (69)
Gxy(t,t') = -Gyx(t,t')f (70)
Gyy(t'V) = Gxx(t't')' (71)
Gxx(t,t') = Gzz(tft') + ^  <t-t')2 + 0(X2) , . (72)
28
and
G2z(t,t*) = - cX- ^ “ (l~e~v It_t 1 1} +w2 |t-t' |],
(73)
wherein
v2 = w2 + 4C/w. (74)
Substitution of Eq. (56) and Eqs. (67)-(69) into 
Eq. (63) and use of Relations (70) and (71) yield
W(k,T,0) = ,exp{(k2+k2)Gxx(|T~a|) + k2Gzz (| t-ct |) }
(75)
Equation (75) can be further simplified by substitution 
of G in terms of G from Eq. (72). The result is. aX z z
W(k,T,a) = exp{k2G (j T-cr |) }
4
[1 + i-A (k2-k2) ~  (| -r-cr |)2 + 0(A2)].
v
(76)
Use of this result for W(k,T,q) in Eqs. (57) and (58) 
and performance of the indicated operations yield
00 . . .  00
A = -22. f du + |x £ f au -^ --gyg + 0{A2),
/ffw CJ(u) 2 5 /if [J(u)]J/ji
(77)
and
2 2 2 2 n _ 3 v “W 1, 2 v -V* , ,_0,B = —  —  _ x w  a—  + 0(1 ) , (78)
v
where
j(u) = -2 G = u + — (l-e_VU) . (79)
w vw
It should be noted that the expression for W as obtained 
in Eq. (76) is a function of |t-ct| rather than of t and 
£T separately. Consequently in obtaining the resulting 
expression for A and B as given by Eqs. (77) and (78), it 
is convenient to change the integration variables from 
t and a to t and ]t-cx]. Substitution of Eq. (78) into 
Eq. (61) and performance of the resultant integration 
readily yield
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Substitution of Eqs. (77), (78), and (80) into Eq. (51) 
yields
Jc CJ(u) ]'
. , 22.2 t 2 —u+ ix [1 - J v - w J  __a__ w du u^e------ .
2 v4 3/i v CJ(u) ]
+ 0(A2). (81)
In view of Inequality (44) , the variational parameters 
v and w are to be determined by minimization of E^(a,A). 
Minimization of E^(a,l) as given in expanded form by 
Eq. (81) yields
E£(a,X) = Ê (ct) + | +  0(X2), (82)
where
E-<a) = E„(«) = I i z& i  - -£ z f° F 4 V r—  W J du — -̂--1- , (83)/?■w JQ [aiuir '
and
2 00 „
’ * / \ — n  / t w ■. 2 ,a w f , . u e U t — 1Vi* (a) - [1 - (1-- 7) - ~—  - du ------ 777]
v2 3/i v J [J(u) ]3/2
(84)
wherein''tlie'" values'''of v and w are just those which
minimize Feynman's, polaron self-energy, given by Eq. (83),
20and have already been evaluated numerically by Schultz.
Comparison of Eq. (82) with Eq. (13)' shows that Eqs. (83)
and (84) give the polaron self-energy and effective mass
in the present approximation. For comparison Feynman's
19polaron effective mass may be expressed as
CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
It is shown in Appendix E that for small a, the 
optimizing values of the variational parameters v and w 
and the polaron effective mass in the present calculation 
can be expanded in the form
v = 3 + (2/9) a + O (a2) , (86)
w = 3 + 0(a) , (87)
and
y*(a) = 1 + (1/6)a + (73/2916)a2 + 0(a3) (88)
= 1 + ,166667a + ,025034a2 + 0(a3). (89)
The weak coupling expansion of Feynman’s polaron effective
. 19mass is given by
mp = 1 + (1/6)a + (72/2916)a2 + 0(a3) (90)
= .1 + ,166667a + .024691a2 + 0(a3). (91)
For weak coupling, therefore, m^ta) and y'(a) differ only 
slightly. It is also interesting to compare the results
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of the present calculation with the fourth-order per-
25turbation results
y(a) = 1 + + n«2 + 0(a2), . (92)
where
rl = - |/2 + | ln(l+/2) - | ln2] = .0236276. (93)
An inspection of Eqs. (88)-(93) shows that the results y*
and iUj, agree with the perturbation result, y, to first
2order in a but that the a terms in y' and xtip are slightly 
higher than the corresponding a term in y, which is 
exact.
Similarly for large a, it is shown in Appendix E that
v = (4a2/9ir) + 0(a°), , (94)
w = 1 + 0(a"2), (95)
and
y■ (a) = m. = (16cx4/81tt2) +-0(cT2) (96)
Thus for strong coupling, y*(a) agrees with Feynman's 
result to the leading order in a.
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For intermediate values of a, numerical evaluations 
are required for the two integrals occuring in Eqs. (83)- 
(85). A computer program was written to minimize Ep(a) 
with respect to v and w and to calculate the corresponding 
results for the polaron self-energy, EF (a), and the 
effective masses y' (a) and mF (ot) as given by Eqs. (84) 
and (85). The results are shown in Table I.
Table I. Numerical results for variational parameters,






EFFECTIVE MASS b (%) 
y'(a) m (a) mF
1 3.10962 2.87067 -1.01303 1.19594 1.19551 0.04
3 3.42129 2.56030 -3.13333 1.89530 1.88895 0.34
5 4.03434 2.14002 -5.44014 3.91976 3.88562 0.88
7 5.80989 1.60365 -8.11269 14.5298 14.3941 0.94
9 9.85025 1.28230 -11.4858 63.0050 62.7515 0.4 0
11 15.4132 1.16209 -15.7098 183.433 183.125 0.17
15 30.0822 1.07629 -26.7249 797.845 797.498 0.04
The optimum values of the parameters v and w have already
20been reported by Schultz, but were recalculated accu­
rately to eight significant digits in order to obtain the
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percentage difference between u'(a) and m^ accurately to
two places after the decimal. The results shown in
Table I have been rounded off and are accurate to the
number of significant figures reported. The values
obtained for v and w are in slight disagreement with the
20values reported by Schultz, but agree with the in-
26dependent calculation of Marshall and Mills.
In summary, Feynman's method of approximating the
ground-state energy of a free polaron has been extended
to approximate the ground-state energy of a polaron in a
weak magnetic field. The result provides a means of
approximating the polaron effective mass based on a
definition which is exactly equivalent to Frohlich's
definition of the free polaron effective mass. The
effective mass, u'(a), thereby obtained is slightly higher
(by less than 1%) than Feynman's result, which was based
on the same two-parameter model, but which was determined
from Feynman's alternative, rather ad hoc definition.
The present work is similar to a calculation of the
22polaron effective mass by Hellwarth and Platzman. Their 
method, which is based on the same two-parameter model 
employed here, involves approximating the free energy, 
F(0,X), of a polaron in a magnetic field as a function of 
temperature, 0, and of the magnetic field strength, X.
The free energy has greater informational content than 
the ground state energy, but is more complicated to
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determine accurately. .Hellwarth and Platzman's polaron 
effective mass, itl,, is defined by
where k is Boltzmann's constant. This definition is also 
an exact prescription since for a weak magnetic field and 
for low temperature^ the free energy is determined by the 
low-lying energy spectrum of a polaron in a magnetic field 
and since this spectrum has the same form as the energy 
spectrum of the motion in a magnetic field of a particle 
with the self-energy and effective mass of a free polaron. 
Their result is slightly lower than the Feynman-Schultz 
result (by at most 1.5%) and may be expressed as
where mQ and m̂ , are Feynman's polaron mass as calculated 
in zeroth- and first-order in (S-S1). For the two- 
parameter model,
2 = 24 lim ice‘{lim F(0,X)/X2}, 
0->O x+o (97)
n£2 = (3m0-2mF)irf3 , (98)
2 , 2 
m o  = v /w (99)
For sake of comparison, the present result may be written 
in the form
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y'(a)-1 = (2m -m }m“2o F o (100)
Hellwarth and Platzman also discuss a generalization 
of the two-parameter model in which the terms of S' 
involving the variational parameters C and w are gen­
eralized by replacement of C by a variational function C(w*) 
and integration over w r• For this generalization, Hellwarth 
and Platzman point out that Eq. (98) still holds. How­
ever, the numerical results would be much more difficult 
to obtain since the corresponding ground-state energy now 
has to be minimized with respect to the function C(w'). 
Hellwarth and Platzman further conclude that when the 
generalized model is fully optimized, which upon
use of Eq. (98) yields nip=m =1̂ . It may be added that 
Relation (100) can also be trusted for this generalized 
model. Therefore, upon full optimization, the generalized 
model yields m^ia^m^y *. The method of Feynman's zeroth- 




for the generalized model.
APPENDIX A 
FROHLICH'S POLARON MODEL
Consider the motion of a single conduction electron 
of mass, ,mej/ introduced into a seniiconductive ionic 
crystal lattice which is otherwise free from conduction 
electrons. If only electrostatic interactions are con­
sidered, the total energy of the electron located at the 
position r, is
E = P2/C2mel> + vTota]_(r), (Al)
where g is the momentum of the electron and V^Q^a^£r) is 
the potential energy of the electron due to all the ions 
of the lattice. If Vg(r) represents the value v^otal^ 
would have if all the ions were at rest at their lattice 
sites, then Eq. (Al) can be written as
E = p2/(2mel) + VB (r) + A V (r), . (A2)
where
AV = VTotal - V £ > ‘ <A 3 )
The Bloch approximation, that all the ions are 
rigidly attached to their lattice sites implies that
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Av(r) = 0. The result of this approximation is that, 
measured from the bottom of the conduction band,
E = Ek = 2m £2 = ̂ 2Tfi“ ' • (A4)
where m is a constant called the band mass, not necessarily 
equal to the electron mass and where Is is the wave vector 
of the electron. Equation (A4) is valid only for the 
wavevector, k, small relative to the reciprocal lattice 
spacings.
In developing a Hamiltonian operator for this system 
consisting of a slowly moving conduction electron inter­
acting with the lattice modes that the electron can 
significantly excite, Frohlich postulates that the result, 
Eg. (A4), <?f the Bloch's approximation can be improved 
upon by simply adding onto Eq. (A4) the term Av(r), which 
has been neglected in the beginning of the Bloch treat­
ment . Then
E = p2 + AV(r), (A5)
'Where AV(r) is given by Eq. (A3). The contribution of the
i lattice site to the difference, AV(r) is just the
difference between the potential energy of the electron 
due to the i ^  ion when displaced from its lattice site 
and the potential energy of the electron due to the i
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ion when fixed at its lattice site. For ion displacements 
small compared to the lattice spacings, this contribution 
has the form of the product of the electron charge, -e, 
and the electrostatic potential due to an electric dipole 
at the i lattice site.
The conduction electron will deform the ions in 
addition to displacing them from their lattice sites. 
However', the relaxation time for the ionic deformation is 
short compared to that of the displacement field so that 
for a slowly moving electron the deformation field relaxes 
much more quickly toward the spherically symmetric con­
figuration it would have if the electron were at rest. 
Since a spherically symmetrical field cannot exert a force 
on the electron, the effect of the deformation upon the 
electrons motion is negligible compared to that of the 
displacement field.
Since for a slowly moving electron, k is small 
relative to the reciprocal lattice spacings, the wave 
function for the Bloch electron will vary slowly over the 
distance of many lattice spacings.' Therefore the medium 
can be regarded as continuous, with the result that the 
electric field due to the lattice can be described by a 
macroscopic continuous polarization field, P(r’).
According to the definition of the electric dis­
placement, D(r')r the polarization field is related to the 
total electric field intensity, E{r')r by
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Etr1) = D(r’) - 4TrP(r') <A6)
Therefore, I-4ttP (r1) 1 is the contribution made by the 
medium to the total electric field intensity. Since the 
polarization field, P(r'), due to ionic displacement
•V A#
accounts for the major force acting on the.Bloch electron, 
the classical equation of motion of the electron of the 
electron is
mr = -e[-4irP(r) ]. (A7)
«V IV
Since the charge of the electron is the only free charge 
present
The potential energy, E^, of interacting between the 
electron and the electric field, .[-4ttP (r' ] , due to ionic 
displacement polarization is given by
D(r') = eV ,(|r-r'j"1)
*+ ivi 1 «  *
(A8)
and
V*D {r ') = -4-jre6 (r-r') . (A9)
(A10)
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It is useful to observe that since the electric 
field, D, of the electron is longitudinal, the electron
I .
will produce only a longitudinal polarization field. 
Assuming that there is no transverse polarization field 
present to begin with, then P(r) will be purely longi­
tudinal. Thus
VxP(r) = 0 (All)#V M
and consequently, the electric field due to polarization, 
-4irP(r), can be expressed in terms of its scalar potential, 
<f> (r) as
-4ttP (r) = -V J  (r) . (A12)
*¥ -V iwl «
The longitudinal modes of the lattice that produce the 
polarization field, are of two kinds, the acoustical-like 
modes and the optical-like modes. For an acoustical mode 
of a given wavelength, all the ions within the region 
between two successive nodal planes are displaced in the 
same direction. Therefore, since adjacent ions are 
oppositely charged, the resulting adjacent dipoles within 
such a region cancel extensively and are neglected. For 
an optical mode, the ions between successive nodal planes
are displaced in opposite directions and therefore produce
adjacent dipole moments which add constructively. The
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resultant polarization is relatively large, especially 
for the long wavelength optical modes.
The conclusion of this discussion of modes is that 
only the longitudinal optical modes', and of them es­
pecially those of long wavelength, significantly interact 
with the electron. This is a simplifying result because 
these modes have a vibrational frequency, w, which is 
approximately constant. Consequently, in the absence of 
the interaction with the electron, the polarization field, 
P(r'), resulting from the long wavelength longitudinal 
optical modes would obey the equation of motion
where Ez is an arbitrary constant which will be chosen for 
convenience later and mp is a constant which can be 
determined by the following considerations• In view of 
Eq. (A10) if a given electric displacement field, D(r'), 
is present then, the Lagrangian for the polarization field 
would be
P(r') + w2P(r') = 0 (A13)
corresponding to the Lagrangian
d3r'[P2(r')-w2P2(r1) ] + E
«W #V ^ u (A14)
L(P,P) = L (P,P) + [d3^  [P(r')-D(r') ] .
«W O  ̂ ^  I  ̂ A/ M A* (A15)
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The equation of motion resulting from Eq. (A15) is
■ P(r') + co2P(r*) i- D(r')
**# ^ w »w III-- «%» **
(A16)
The total polarization field, .^otal' can written as
where P represents the field due to ionic displacement 
and P* is the field due to deformation of the ions. If 
a static electric field is applied to the medium, then 
by definition of the static dielectric constant, e,
where D_ is the static electric displacement field. It« b
is known empirically that the natural frequency, u, of 
the long wavelength longitudinal optical modes is in the 
infrared region and that the natural frequency, w', of 
Pf is in the ultraviolet region. If an alternating field
•V
whose frequency lies in the visible range is applied to 
the medium, the polarization due to the displacement of 
ions will be negligible because the ions simply cannot 
follow the applied field. However, the ionic deformations 
can easily follow this field in the same way as they would 




4ttp» = [i - ps , (A19)
Co
where e is the dielectric constant measured in the visibleCO
region. Subtraction of Eg. (A18) from Eg.(A19) yields
4lT£ 83 [F “ " i0 Ds * (A20)
CO
Comparison of this result with Eg. (A16) for the static 
case, D = D and P=0, yields
h ;  -  h  ’ (a21)
The total Lagrangian, L, for the electron, the long 
wavelength longitudinal optical modes, and the interaction 
between them can be obtained by combining the kinetic 
energy of the electron with Eg. (A15) to get
L(r,r,P,t) - ~  mr2 + - m_f[P2(r1)-w2P2(r*)]d3r' + E
M £, *w /  r  I Af f'W W «V Z
+ fd3r'[P(r')-D(r')], (A22)
J »  «■%* <1*
where P is the polarization field due to the long wave- 
length longitudinal optical modes of freguency u, which 
has been assumed to be constant, r is the electron
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coordinate, m is given by Eg. (A21) and D is given byl!
Eg. (A8).
It has been found convenient to use a natural system 
of units in which m=u>=K=l, so that the Lagrangian given
by Eg. (A22) may be rewritten as
L<r,r,P,f) = h  r 2 + i- m-fd3r ■ [P2 (r')-P2 (r’) ]
Af M  «  b  W  U  f  I *V M  ^
+ E + fd3r'[P(r')-D(r')]. (A23)2 J M  ̂  ̂ W M
The Hamiltonian for the system is therefore given by
p2 2
H(E'S'S'n) - a- + + I "V 5 V ”
- E - [d3r*[P (r1)*D(r')3/ (A24)
■£* J A# rw
where p = mr is the momentum conjugate to r and II(r)
Af Al
is the momentum conjugate to P(r) and is given by
H(r) = m P(r). ~ (A25)
A^ Af i, A/
The canonically conjugate variables p and r and the
/V A/
canonically conjugate variables n and P obey the Poisson's 
Bracket relationships




In order to cast the Hamiltonian in a form which is 
more readily convertible into a quantum-mechanical Hamilton­
ian operator, one may begin by introducing a complex field 
B(r), which is a linear combination of P(r) and H(r), and
V  <v ^  Al
is given by
B(r) = [n(r)-impP(r)3 (A28)
F
and
B* (r1) = - ■ ■ 1 ' tn(r)+impP(r)].* nt* i• ■ ■ fv r m (A29)
Inverting Eqs. (A28) and (A29) one obtains
P(r) = - (2~ ) JsCB*(r) + B (r) ]
t*r £* jltp <y m ~ <y
(A30)
and
II (r) = - (̂ ) J2i[B*(r) - B(r)] . (A31)
In view of Eq. (All) it is readily verified that
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VxB = VXB* = 0 (A32)
so that by subjecting B to periodic boundary conditions
on the surface of a cubical normalization volume, V, one
* •may express B (and B ) in the expansion form
B (r) *= ~  E J L  b, eX~ *£ (A33)
/V k ICI ~
and
A "I A ■■ lie * T'B (r) = 2 -r-p b. e * E , . (A34)
vv £ tst "s
where
bk = V v  t^ T  * fd3~ ~ (~ )e ' (A35)
and
b. =
i /v TYT fd3r B*(r)e1t*^ , (A36)
and where the components, k., of the summation index k1 JW
satisfy
fci - ^I7T ni (A37>
with
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= 0, ±1, ±2,-— (A3 8)
The limit V->“ is to be taken, whereupon
Z ■+ — .Y. -3. |d3k (A39)
k (2tt)
In view of the fact that P and H are real, Eqs. (A28),
N  «V
(A29), (A35), and (A36) imply that
b* = -b_k . (A40)
Substitution of Eqs. (A33) and (A34) into Eqs. (A30) 
and (A31) yields
? (5> = Cbk e _ i ' ‘E  + bkei-‘S:l (A41>
and
By use of Eqs. (A27), (A30), and (A31) it is straight­
forward to show that
{B,(r),B*'(r')} = -i<5. . , S (r-r ’) . (A43)~ J Jj ~ ~
From Eqs. (A33) , (A34) , and (A43)' one obtains
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b̂k ,bk' ̂  ""^^k/k■ (A44)
and
{bk'bk ,} = {bk'bk ' } = °* (A45)
By use of Eqs. (A9) and {A12)f the last term of the 
Hamiltonian, given by Eq. (A24), can be rewritten as
-fd3r' D (r *) *P (r') = - J— (d3r* D(r') *7 *<f> (r*)
J A# A* II I n, X  <W
= JtT fa3r’ *lr')L,-D(r')II J #Si
= -etf><r) . (A46)
*
It is readily verified that
<f>(r) = -4Tri(' z TFT [bk e”*— (A47)
satisfies Eq, (A12) , where P is given by Eq. (A41).
Substitution of Eqs. (A28), (A29), and (A46) into Eq. (A24)
yields
H = t P2 + fd3r' B*(r')•B(r') - E -ed>{r). (A48)
By using Eqs. (A33), (A34), and (A47), one may rewrite
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~Eq. (A48) as follows:
h  =  |  p 2 + i  i cb;b]t +  b kb ^  - Ez
K  A# «Sf
+ 4iTie (-— r?)*5 s 14 r  Cb* e"xS*E - b. (A49)
r* k 5 5
This equation has been written in symmetrized form 
appropriate for obtaining the quantuimnechanical Hamil­
tonian operator. This quantization is achieved by re-
*placing p by iV , by replacing b and b. by operators
** M * jCi ^
and b^, and by replacing Poisson Brackets by -i times
«  IV
the corresponding commutator. Equations (A44) and (A45) 
then become
[bk'bk'] = 6kk' (A50)
and
Dvb.k,] = [b£, b£,] - 0, (A51)
whereas Eq. (A49) becomes
B = - | £  + z b+bk
A  »v
. j / 2/2Va\h v 1 rw* -ik*r , ik*rn /ivcm
* 1 ■ y  ) * ̂  T j ^ T  Lt>^ 0 iv —i Jc w ** J i (A 5  2)
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wherein a is the polaron coupling constant given by*
4 tt e 2  
/2
(A53)
and where use has. been made of Eqs. (A50) and (A51) and
where the arbitrary constant E has been set equal toz
the zero-point energy
of the polarization field in the absence of interaction 
with the electron. The first term in Eq. (A52) is the 
kinetic energy of the electron (of band mass 1), the 
second term is the energy of all the longitudinal phonons
k), and the third term is the electron -L0- phonon 
interaction. In view of the form of Eq. (A52) and the 
Bosonic commutation rules expressed by Eqs. (A50) and
operators.
It is also sometimes useful to regard the polaron 
Hamiltonian as representing a system of oscillators 
rather than a system consisting of phonons. To do so one 
may express the polarization field given by Eq. (A41) as
The polaron coupling constant, & t is expressed in 
ordinary units by Eq. (2).
(A54)
(b.b. being the number operator for a phonon of wavevectork k
(A51) , b. and b. are phonon creation and destruction
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- A - A xj: Ji
'2mFV k ^ T *p(r) = -  (5^7)^ {E C (bk+bk)eos<5"5)




where keS means that k has at least one positive
A# 11 AS#
rectangular component and keS^ means k^S^. By introducing
y (V)
the notation {y(k)^ *"° stanc  ̂f°r x (k) if an<̂  Y{k) if
ksS1 and by using Eq. (40) , one may write Eq. (A55) as
- <E>. Stv> h k TfT gk
+sin k-r 








By use of Eq. (A12) one may readily verify that
*<r> - -4* <5^  z q ' { °OS }.
sin k*r
(A58)
Substitution of Eq. (A58) into Eq. (A4 6) and substitution 
of the result along with Eq. (A56) into Eq. (A22) lead to 
the result that
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X.(r,r,qk,qk) = | r2 + § E ( q ^ + X )
A# ** JC A# A*
rS/2uan!s „ 1 r CO® 5 ‘E ,- t y ] S jjq- q { }. (A59)
k 1 ~ 1 ~ sin k«r
This particular form for the polaron Lagrangian is con­
venient in the respect that the electron -L0- phonon 
interaction term involves the generalized coordinates, 
the but not also their time derivatives.
A,
The corresponding Hamiltonian, in terms of the co­
ordinates r,{g, } and their conjugate momenta p,{p, }, may•* K *v jc
A#
be obtained by the definition
H = P-£ + f  P A  ~ L(r,rrqk ,qk), (A60)k ~ ~ ~ ~
where
P - | | - r  (A61)
and
pk - l r  = %  • (A62>it
The result is
H = I  P2 + 7 ? <Pk + 4  - »K <v
S/ZTra^^ 1 r COS 5 ‘E
- + 2 TCT qk { ~ ~ (A63)JS l~ l * sin k-r
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If in addition a magnetic field, B, is also im- 
pressed along the z axis of the system, Eqs. (A52), (A59), 
and (A63) become
H(a,A) = \  (-i | A)2 + S b+bk
•* k -w -w
, .'r'2'/2Tra-,h  ̂ 1 ri. _-ik-r _ik-rn+ iL ■ . 1̂. —j E  ̂J f (A64)
k ~ w
L(a,A) = | r2 - | A-r + \  S (q2 - q2 + 1)
k *v
r-8V?TTa-,Js  ̂ 1 _ r - ~ i
“ L— V — J I T T  qk *• -*■'k ~ sin k-r
H(a,A) = i (p + | A)2 +  Z (p2 + q2 - 1)
k w
and
r8/2im,!i „ 1 r cos !S'E ,




B = VxA ,






wherein c is the velocity of light.
APPENDIX B 
MARSHALL-ROBERT THEOREM
It is shown in Appendix A that the motion of a 
polaron in a uniform magnetic field, B, impressed along 
the z axis of the system, can be described by means of 
the Hamiltonian
HCa,X> = |  <-i + | A)2 + Z b+bk
** k — —
+ i( )* S ^[(b+e-^-E - bkei~ ‘E) ],
]c J w IV
<B1)
where -e is the electronic charge, r =  (x,y,z) is the 
electron position vector, b^ and bj, are Bosonic creation 
and destruction operators for a LO phonon of wave vector 
k, and where A is the magnetic vector potential given by
A = £ (~Xy,0,0) - (B2)
with
X = eB/c . (B3)
It is to be shown here that, for a sufficiently weak 




En (afX) = Eo (a) + + X(n+|) ]/y(a)
+ °2{kT,z'X)' (B4)
where n = 0,1,2,3 and E (a) and y(a) are exactly theo
self-energy and the effective mass of a free polaron as
defined by Frohlich. In Theorem (B4), k is the zt  , z
component of the polaron1s total canonical wave vector 
given by
5t “ -1 If + I S + I ' <B5>
2 2and O (k^ „,X) stands for terms of second and higher order /z . 2jointly in kT z and X(including for example terms 
proportional to kjJ , X2, and Xk^ ) .i. f Z 1 ; z
Let U be the unitary operator defined by




«’ 5 U+H° = Ho + fei2 -5i-2 (B8)
where
?T 5 U+5tU “ “i!r " (B9)
and where
2V 2ira< h (BIO)
is the Hamiltonian for a free polaron of zero total wave 
vector, the least eigenvalue, Eq, of which is the self­
energy of a free polaron and is assumed to be non­
degenerate and to be less than the excited energy eigen­
values of Hq by at least some finite energy gap, A. Since 
U is unitary, the eigenspectra of primed and the corres­
ponding unprimed operators are equivalent. The method of 
derivation to be used is to treat the last term of Eq.
(B8) as a perturbation to obtain the eigenvalues of H' 
both in the case of no magnetic field (X=0) and in the case 
of a weak, non-zero, magnetic field. The former case 
leads to an exact expression for the free polaron effective 
mass. This same expression also arises in the latter 
case in such a way that the desired result, Eq. (B8), is 
obtained.
Let j = 0,1,2,... be an index to identify the members
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of a complete orthonormal set of exact (but unknown) 
eigenfunctions of Hq so that
HQ |j> = Ej(a)|j> (Bll)
with
EQ (a) + A' £ E^ (a) £ E2 (ct) £ ... . (B12)
Then in the case X = 0, the functions
j,k > = v"^ exp(ik *r)|j>
« J. J,
satisfy the eigeneguations




H ^ l D k ^  = kT |j,kT> , (B15)
and therefore represent states of a polaron with total 
wave vector k_ — (k_ , „,k_ ). From perturbation
theory and Eqs. (B7)-(B15), the energy of a free (ground 
state) polaron of total wave vector k„ is given by
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Eo'“'St1 = Eo (a) + ?5t - 5t-<o|w|o>
+ o3 (kT),
(B16)
where the index i takes on the values xf y, and z and 
where the prime on the summation indicates omission of the 
j = 0 term. As a consequence of the invariance of Hq 
under rotation of coordinate axes, the summation over j 
in Eq. (B16) is independent of the coordinate axis index, 
i, and
is, therefore, the effective mass of a free polaron in 
accordance with Frohlich's definition.
In the case X 0, a complete orthonormal set, 
|j,n,k ,k > satisfying the eigenequations




CHo + i * i 2 l\l'n >kT , x ' kT , y > = CE j<a > +
+ A (n+^D|j,nkT x̂,kT#z>,
(B19)
,n,kT fx,KT r2> kTrx ^  ,n,kT,xfkTf z> ' (B20)
and
kT , z ,n,kT fX ,kT,Z> kT , z ,n,kT,X,kT,Z> (B21)
may be expressed by
|j,n,kTfX,kT z > = V_1/3 exp i(kT x x + kT z z) *n |j> ,
(B22)
where n = 0,1,2,.,. and
4> = (n!)_!s(a+)n4 , (B23)
wherein
a » -i- [ (yX-kT ) + 4^ ] (B24)
✓3T  T , x  3y
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arid d) is "that normalized function of y'Which satisfies o
the equation
a$ =0. , (B25)
Moreover,
*
- 5i*^l3'n'I?T,x'kT,z> = C4 )!S (wx+iwy>a+(l)!S(wx"iwy,a+
kTlZWZ3l^n,kT/X,kT(Z>,
(B26)
a+tn - (n+U^n+i ' <B27>
and
ad) = n 5̂ 4 _ . (B28)yn Yn-1
For a sufficiently weak magnetic field (so that X 
is sufficiently small) since the energy gap A is a positive 
number independent of X, then according to Eqs. (B8) r 
(B12), (B19), and (B27) , the lowest-lying eigenvalues of 
H 1 may be obtained as the following perturbation upon 
those eigenvalues of Eq. (B19) for which j = 0:
I<j|w-iw10> 12
4(n+l) E' ---- ^  r—
j E . (a) -E (a) + A
\ -Hjlw +iw 10> | a nS,  jc £ —
j E . (a) -E (a) - X
+ o J ( k ^ z ,/A),
(B29)
where Eqs. (B8), (B18), (B19) , (B26) , (B27), and (B28)
have been employed and primes have been placed on the
summations over j in recognition of the fact that the
summands vanish for j = 0, due to the rotational invariance
of Hq. Since the denominators of Eq. (B29) do not vanish
in the limit A 0, the terms ±A in these denominators
may be dropped because the discrepancy in doing so is 
2of order A and may be included in the last term of 
Eq. {B29). The Hermitian property of w then may be used 
to obtain
k^
= Eo<aH*<n + + 7 “ *t,z<0IwzI0>
. , I < j [ w | 0 >. 1 2 + | < j | W | 0 > | 2
~ x (n + h  S' ---- ----------:-- 2-----
2 3 E . (a) - E (a)
+ ° 3 (kT , Z ,^ ) * (B30)
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Equation (B4) is finally obtained by once more invoking
the rotational invariance of and by use of Eq. (B18).
Equation (13) employed in the text is the special case of
Eq. (B4) obtained by setting n = k =0.T# Z
APPENDIX C
It is to be proved that for a sufficiently weak 
magnetic field, Inequality (44) holds, wherein EQ (a,A) 
and E^(a,X) are given by Eqs. (41) and (45).
The path-average of any function of path X[r(t)], 
defined by Eq. (47), can be expressed in the alternative 
form
o,T
<X[r(t)]> = | X[r(t)]p[A,r(t)] Dr(t), ! (Cl)
** J M  A# A#
0,0
where




where S' is given by Eq. (48). The main basis of In­
equality (44) lies in the fact that for a real variable 
X, the curve f ̂(X) = e is always concaved away from the 
X axis. The tangent to the curve P°i-nt
X = Re<X> on the X axis, has the equation




eX > eRe<X>[X - Re<X>+l] . (C4)
Let
X = S-S’ , (C5)
(which is real function of path) and let 1(A) be the real 
function of A defined by
o,T
1(A) = |  {eX - eRe<X>[x-Re<X>+l]}Re p[A,r(t)3Dr(t).J ai
0,0
(C6)
Then by multiplying Inequality (C4) by Re pCA,r(t)3, 
path-integrating and setting A=0, one obtains
1(0) > 0 , . (C7)
because Re p[0,r(t)3 = pC0,r(t)J >0. If it is assumed-v >«*
that 1(A) is a continuous function of A at A=0, then 
1(A)' >_ 0 for sufficiently small A. Thus, for a suffi­
ciently weak magnetic field,
°,T o,T
j eXRe p[A,r (t)] Dr(t) > eRe<X>f [x-Re<X>+l]
0,0 ’ 0,0 
n* iu
• Re p[A,r(t)] Dr(t). (C8)
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By use of Eqs. (Cl) and (C2), this result can be written 
in the more compact form
Re<eX> > eRe<X> , . (C9)
which, by use of Eqs. (47) and (C5) becomes 
o,T
j" eS Dr (t)
Re (4;l----------> ^ eRe<S-S»>  ̂ (cl0)
| e5' Dr (t)
0,0
By taking logarithms of both sides, by using Eqs. (41) 
and (46) and the fact that both EQ (ot,X) and (a, X) are
real, and by rearranging terms one obtains
E (a,X) < E*°*(a,X) - lim T-1 Re<S~S'>. (Cll)
For a sufficiently weak magnetic field, <S-S'> was cal­
culated in the text and was found to be real. Hence, by 
Eq. (45), EQ (a,X) £E^(a,X) for sufficiently small X, 
as was to be demonstrated.
APPENDIX D
SOLUTION OF INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
It is required to find the trajectory, r{t), which 










z(t) = 2c| e w lt-sl[z(t) - z(s)]ds - fz(k,t,x,cr) 
o
(D3)
for O' < t' < T, where
f(k,t,T,a) = ik[<5(t~x) - <S(t-a)], . (D4)
ft# ft# ft#
and where C, w, and X are constants. Since r(t) is used
ft#
only for the determination of
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I f(k,t,T,cr)dt = 0,I A/ (D6)
o
it is sufficient to find r(t) only apart from an irrelevant
4V
additive constant. Moreover, since W(k,T,a)’ is used only 
for evaluation of limits as T-»-ro of integrals over t and 
c of the integrands involving W{k,T,cr), it is sufficient 
to seek r{t) apart from.additive transient terms which 
occur at the boundaries t=0 and t=T and which have finite 
characteristic decay times independent of T. It is also 
sufficient to simplify the result by retaining terms up 
through first order in \ only and by taking the limit T+“ .
A method of approach which seems to be fairly optimal 
with respect to ease and rigor is the following Fourier 
series technique. Any (convergent) Fourier series 
representation of the form
r(t) = (£)** 2 a(n) sin(a) t)








o>n = mr/T (D9)
will satisfy the boundary condition r(o) - r(T) = 0. 
Similarly, since 0 < x < T and 0 < o < T,
00
f(k,t,T,a) = (S) X b(n) sin(io t), (DIO)
~ ~ T n=0 ~ n
where
x
b(n) = f dt f(t) sin(u t). (Dll)— x J — n
o
Insertion of Eqs. (D7) and (DIO) into Eqs. (D1)-(D3), 
performance of the resultant integrations, neglect of 
transient terms proportional to e and e 7 , and
use of linear independence of the Fourier expansion 
functions, /(’2"/T) sin(wnt), yield
0)̂  g(to )b (n) + Aw b (n)„ n n' x v n y'a (n) ~ r T .  , ”1— 2—   ' (D12)Mng (un) + X 0>n
“n S(“n)b (n) - Xto b (n)
a (n) = n. 4 ” y-----v ■ ”   , (D13)




a (n) = - * - 2---- , (D14)
Z a> g(to )n3 n
where
„2 . 2 lii + v
g{0) ) = *---- t (DX5)
(D + Wn
wherein
v2 = w2 + . (D16)
Substitution of Eqs. (D12)~(D14) into Eq. (D7), use of 
Eq. (Dll), and use of the fact that (in view of Eq. (D9)) 
for an even function, F(w n ) r
00 00 
lim i Z F(to ) = lim 'i- Z F{W ) (D17)
n=l T̂ °° n =— 00
“TT/T




“ 2? w  \ F<£)dS (D19)
lead to
T
x(t) = | dt' Gxx.([t-t'[) fx (k,tVT,a) 
o
fT+ dt* G ( t,t* ) f (k,t»,T,a) , <D20)Jq  *y y ~
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T
y(t) - J dt* (t, t *). f x (k f t*, t f 0)
o
T




5(t) = J at- Gzz(|t-t-|) £z (k,t*,T,a), (D22)
where
Gxx'lt-f |) = Gyy(|t-t' l> (D23)
- h  f dg' 4 j2g(C)3 2 '-13 .
L w C g  ( O + ^ C
(D24)
Gxy{tft') = -Gyx(t,t') (D25)
2 °° At0n= T Sn 4 2 . “ 72- 2 sin (wnt) sin(aint') ,n=l a>ng (oin)+\ wn
(D26)
and
G (|t-f |) = i- Ppf dg 1 - [e^lt-t* 1-1], (D27)
z * J.„ s g( 5 )
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In Eqs. (D20)-(D22), there have been omitted terms which 
are recoverable by the replacement G( jt-t1 j )-*-G( | t-t* |) - 
G(t+t') everywhere a symbol G(Jt-t*|) occurs. Such 
additional terms have been neglected because they lead to 
additional terms in r(t) which are either constants or are 
transients occuring at t=0 with finite decay times and 
are therefore ignorable as previously discussed.
Equations (D20)-(D22) are of the desired form used in 
Chapter 3, where from Eq. (75) it may be seen that only 
G and (G -G ) are needed for obtaining W(k,T,c).ZZ XX zz
The evaluation of G is straightforward and can be carriedz z
out by the method of residues as follows: Use of Eq. (D15)
in Eq. (D27) gives
CO
(D28)
= .iĈ r (Residue at £=0) + (Residue at £=iv) ]
(D29)
(D30)
Equations (D24), and (D27) may be combined to obtain
The method of residues can again be used to evaluate the 
integral in Eq. (D31). With the aid of Eq. (D15) one 
obtains
G„ -G = -X2i [i (Residue at £=0)XX ZZ z
+ (Residue at £ = ■'-‘/■n 't-)
<3 1°)
+ (Residue at all other points)]




- X2i [Residue at all other points] (D33)
APPENDIX E 
WEAK AND STRONG COUPLING EXPANSIONS
It is the purpose of this appendix to obtain the 
polaron self-energy, E0 (a), and effective mass, -p* (a) 
as power series in the polaron coupling constant, a, both 
for a->0 and for a-*®. In recapitulation,
00
- T  Ĵ 1-  - ■-£ 5  f dtt ' (E1)F 4 v ^  jo
and
V' (a) = [1-<1 - ”1)2 - _2_ il• f du - u2e (E2)
V 3/J v J. [J(u)]3/2
where
j(u) = u + (1 - e VU) , (E3)
vw
V = (w2 + ~ )  ̂  , (E4)
and C and w are variational parameters to be determined by 
minimizing Ê , (ot) • These parameters were first introduced 






- J  C J  J  dt ds e “ w l t " s k r ( t ) - r ( s ) ] 2 . ( E6)
o o
Weak Coupling (a-K))
A comparison of Eqs. (E5) and (E6) suggests that for 
small a, w be considered zeroth-order in a, and that C be 
taken as first order in a as an assumed starting point. 
Then, by use of Eq. (E4)
v = (1 + na + 0(a2))w , (E7)
where ti is zeroth order in a.
Using Eq. (E7), one can expand the integrand of 
Eq. (El) as a power series in a and then integrate term 
by term to get
f du e"U . = {1 - + 0(a2) . (E8)
J0  C J ( u ) T  w  2w
Substituting Eq. (E8) into Eq. (El) and again using Eq.
(E7) to express the rest of Eq. (El), as a series in orders
of a, one obtains an expression which has to be minimized 
with respect to w and n« The outcome, which confirms the 
initial assumptions concerning the a-dependency of v, w,
T
| dt ( - j  r2 + iXxy)
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and T) , is
n = (2/27) + Ota1) , (E9)
w = 3 + O(a^) (E10)
v = .3 + (2/9) a + O (a2) (Ell)
and
E(a) a - (1/81) a2 + O (a3) . (E12)
By substituting Eq. (E3) into Eq. (E2), using Eqs. 
(E10) and (Ell), expanding the resultant integrand as a 
power series in a, and integrating term by term, one 
obtains
Strong Coupling (a-»°°)
For the case of large a, a comparison of Eqs. (E5) 
and (E6) suggests that w be assumed to be zeroth order in 
a and C (and therefore, by Eq. (E4), also v) be assumed 
to go to infinity as a goes to infinity.
V*(a) = 1 + (1/6)a + (73/2916)a2 + 0(a3) (E13)
= .1 + ,166667a + ,025034a2 + 0(a3) (E14)
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The integrand of Eg. (El) can be expressed as an 
infinite sum of terms, in each of which the v-dependence
It is found that employing this result in Eq. (El) is 
sufficient for applying the variational principle to 
determine w to a leading order in a. The outcome, in 
which the initial assumptions concerning the a-dependency 
of w and v are confirmed, is
has the form of a power of f v multiplied by a power of 
quantity, (1-e Expanding the letter factor as a
power series in e vu, one obtains an integral which is 
easy to evaluate term by term. The result is
(E15)
w = 1  + 0(cf2) , (E16)
v = (4/9tt)oî  - (41n 2-1) + 0(cx 2) , (E17)
and
E (a) (31n 2 + |) + 0(a"2) (E18)
By substituting Eq. (E3) into Eq. (E2), using Egs. 
(E16) and (E17), the resultant expression can be evaluated
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by the same technique as was used here to evaluate (E15). 
The result is
y* (a) = (16a4/8lTr2) +0(a2). (E19)
APPENDIX F 
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
It was pointed out in Chapter 4 that the inte­
grations involved in the expressions for Feynman’s self­
energy (Ep), the present effective mass (y'(a]), and 
Feynman's effective mass (nip(a))̂  as given by Eqs. (83)- 
(85) can be performed analytically only in the limiting 
cases of small and large values of the polaron coupling 
constant, a. For intermediate values of the coupling 
constant, Ep,ia'(a) , and mp (a) were evaluated numerically 
using the Louisiana State University Computer Research 
Center IBM 360/65 computer. This machine employs 
approximately sixteen decimal digits of accuracy in the 
double precision mode, which was used for all numerical 
calculations.
For the purpose of performing the two single integrals 
(one In the expression for Ep and the other in the ex­
pressions for y'(a) and mF (a)), the trapezoidal Romberg 
quadrature method as programmed in the IBM Scientific 
Subroutine Package was modified to obtain an accuracy to 
within a specifiable relative error rather than absolute 
error. This subroutine adjusts the integration grid 
automatically and in such a way that each refinement 
samples the integrand at points evenly distributed over 
the integration range. With each grid refinement the
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difference between the present and immediately preceeding
approximation to the integral is calculated. If this
difference does not decrease with successive refinements,
then the integration is terminated and a "round off" error
message is generated to indicate the possibility that the
integration was not done to the precision necessary to
obtain the integral to the required accuracy.
The upper limit used for the (improper) integrals
was obtained by requiring that an analytical overestimate
to the contribution from the upper limit to infinity be
—17less than a specified fraction (5 x 10 ) of the already
accumulated contribution.
The integrals were performed to within a maximum
-15fractional error of 5 x 10 . This high accuracy in
the value of Ê , was needed to obtain the optimizing values
-of the variational parameters v and w to eight significant
digits of accuracy, while such an accuracy in the values
of v and w was necessary to compute the percentage
difference between y* and accurately to two digits
after the decimal. The resulting v and w values differ
by about two figures in the third significant digit from
20the corresponding values reported by Schultz.
For a given a, the energy-minimizing values of v and 
w, correct to eight decimal places were obtained by the 
following method:
(1) The values of v and w correct to four significant 
digits were taken from the work of Marshall and
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Mills.26
(2) For the given w, the self-energy (E ) was calculatedr
for three values of v, v (given) and v(given)±Av,Av 
being chosen so that the value of v is changed by 
one in its last significant digit. The minimum of 
the EF vs. v curve for w (given) was located by a 
' parabolic fit.
(3) Step (2) was repeated for values of w differing 
from the w (given) by ±Aw, Aw having the same 
significance as Av.
(4) The outcome of Step (2) and (3) gave three energy 
minima , one for each of the three values of w
in Step (3). The minimum of these minima was also
located by the parabolic-fit method. The result for
E„ was called 'Best Self-Energy', E , and the r V | w
result for w was called 'Best w'.
(5) Steps (2), (3), and (4) were repeated with the roles
of v and w interchanged. The outcome was called,
'Best Self-energy' E „ and 'Best v*.wv
(6) It was verified that v (given) and w (given) were 
accurate to within the error limits Av and Aw.
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This verification was based on three methods of 
checking. First, the values of 'Best v*, and 'Best 
w* were within the corresponding error limits, Av 
and Aw. Second, the self-energy at v (given) and 
w (given) was less than its value at the eight 
surrounding points, where the self-energy was cal­
culated. Third, the difference between E andV f w
Ew v was less than the typical amount by which Ep, 
differed from point to point at the eight surrounding 
points. (If these results had not been verified,
Step (1) would have been reinitiated with increased 
values of Av and Aw).
(7) The program was reinitiated where 'Best v* and 'Best
w' were used as input to replace v (given) and w
(given) and Av and Aw were reduced.
(8) Steps (l)-(7) were repeated until the output 'Best v'
and 'Best w' agreed with the input v and w to eight 
significant figures.
In the following pages a photographically reduced copy 
of the computer program may be found along with the input 
data and the resultant output for the final run.
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183 XOPT=M (X2*-X3)*D12-IXl»X2)*O23)/l2.D0*(012-023l I
18A FOPT* IFUF2+F3-(012-0231* I 3.D0*X0PT*X0PTtXl«Xl»X2*X24X3*X3








191 DO 1 3*1,3
192 00 1 1*1,3
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INPUT V* 3•1096193000000000 00 MITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
INPUT W= 2.8706659000000000 00 MITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
SELFEN=-1.013030835360329D 00 WITH UNCERTAINTY 2.20D-U
1*1959391606B3262D 00 KITH UNCERTAINTY 1.05D-06□URHAS* 








-1.013030B35360312D 00 -1.013030B353595910 00 -I.0130308353383280 00 **
-1.0130308353550960 00 -1.013030B35360329D 00 -1.01303083535502ID 00 **
-1.0130308353389810 00 -1.013030835359669D 00 -1.0130308353603150 00 **** ** ••
REST M* 2.8706659 BEST SELF-ENERGIES*-!.01303083536032B0 00 AND -1.0130308353603290 00
• * *
ALPHA* 3
INPUT V = 3.9212995000000000 00 MITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
INPUT H= 2.5603029000000000 00 WITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
S£LFEN=-3*1333335993170690 00 HiTH UNCERTAINTY 1.560-11 
OURMAS" 1.895296299920T95D 00 UITH UNCERTAINTY 5.110-06
FYNHAS- 1.8889539968915770 00 MlTH UNCERTAINTY 5.95D-06
SELF-ENERGY TABLE
MlM2M3
BEST V* 3.92 U995
VI V2 V3
-3.1333335993168960 00 -3.1333335993125900 00 -3.1333335993019790 00 ••
-3.1333335993136790 00 -3.1333335993170690 00 -3.133333599313699D 00 **
-3.1333335993C15550 00 -3.133333599312631D 00 -3.1333335993169030 00 **♦ ♦ A* •*
REST M* 2.5603029 BEST SELF—ENERGIES--3.1333335993170690 00 AND -3.1331335993170690 00
* * *
ALPHA* 5
INPUT V* 9.03939370O0OCOO0D 00 MlTH UNCERTAINTY 5.00D-06
INPUT M* 2.19001820000000CD 00 HITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
SELFEN*-5.9901999999209260 00 MlTH UNCERTAINTY 9.10D-12 
OURMAS* 3.91975992T9870610 00 MITH UNCERTAINTY 1.790-05







-5.990199999917818D 00 -5.9901999999118210 00 **
-5.990199999920926D 00 -5.9901999999191660 00 **
-5.9901999999178380 00 -5.9901999995203160 00 »*
• A **





INPUT V* 5.6C9689000000000D 00 klTH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
INPUT k* I.6036526000ODDCOD 00 hITH UNCERTAINTV 5.000-06
SELFEN— 8.U2687S38116789D 00 WITH UNCERTAINTY 5.560-12 
OURHAS* 1.6529799071692920 01 WITH UNCERTAINTY 7.060-05






-8.1126875361126350 00 -B.11268T538111586D 00 -B.11268753B1093160 00 **
-8.1126875381160800 00 -8.1126875331167890 00 -8.1126875381160770 00 **
— 8.112687536109251D 00 -8.1126BT53B111522D 00 -8.112687$3B1123700 00 •*•• ** ••





SELFEN*-1•16857862633 T669D 01 hi TH UNCERTAINTY 
□URMA5* 6.3005006306912790 01 hITH UNCERTAINTY
9.B50269600000000D 00 hITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06 
1.282298600000000D 00 klTH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
8.620-12 
2.15D-06
FYNHAS* 6.2751528528991B8D 01 k|TH UNCERTAINTY 2.550-06
SELF-ENERGY TABLE
VI V2 V3
kl -1.1685786263367990 01 -1.168578626336763D 01
k2 -1.16857B626337610D 01 -1.1685786263376690 01
k3 - 1.16857B626336622D 01 -1.168578626336756D 01
• • **
-1.1685786263366070 01 ** 
-1.1685786263376080 01 ** 
-1.168578626336810D 01 •• 
*»
BEST V* 9,8502696 BEST k* 1.2822986 BEST SELF-ENERGIES*-!.1685786263376690 01 AND -1.168 578 6263376690 01
6 •
ALPHA*11
INPUT V* 1.5613235500000000 01 kITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-05
INPUT k* 1.1620961000000000 00 ktTH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-06
SELFEN*— 1*570980E6 5696906D 01 MlTH UNCERTAINTY 6.520-11
OURMAS* 1.8363302690156600 02 kITH UNCERTAINTY 1.35D-03





W 3  -1.57098C8656926230 01
-1.5709808656958500 01 
-1.5709808656969060 01 
— 1. 570960865695880 D 01 • A
-1.5709808656923890 01 ** 
-1.5709806656962050 01 *• 
-1.5709806656939660 01 •• 
* *




INPUT V= 3.00B224160000000D 01 hITH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-05
INPUT H = 1.076285500000000D 00 hiTH UNCERTAINTY 5.000-05
SELfEN=-2*6724903987889980 01 hiTH UNCERTAINTY 3.370-11 
OURHAS. 7.9784541323329410 02 hiTH UNCERTAINTY 2.940-03
FYNHAS" 7.9749B3790B7C4240 02 WITH UNCERTAINTY 3.230-03
SELF-ENERGY TABLE
VI vz V3
hi -2. 6 7249 03 9B 7 866 1 4D 01 -2.6724903987875910 01 -2.6724903987856350 01 4*
h2 -2. 67249039B7875300 01 -2.6724903987889980 01 -2.6T249039B787534D 01 **
HI -2.672490358785626D 01 -2.6724903987875650 01 -2.6724903987866120 01 *4
** ** **
DEST V*30.0822416 8EST h= 1.0762855 BEST SELF-ENERGIES=-2.67249039B78899BO 01 AND -2.6724903987BB99aD 01 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
UP
LO
ALPHA V H SELF-ENERGY
I 3.1096148 2,8706654 -1.0130308354D 00
3 3.4212945 2.5603024 -3,1333335443D 00
5 4.0343437 2.1400132 -S.44014449940 00
7 3.8098890 1.6036524 -8.11260753810 00
9 9.B5Q2496 1.2322986 -1.14857862430 01
U  15.4132355 .1.1620941 -1.5709e08455D 01
15 30.0822416 1.0762855 -2,67249039880 01
FINAL RESULTS
EFFECTIVE MASS 
1.19593914050 00 DUR MASS 
1.19551470030 00 FEYNMAN'S
PERCENTAGE CORRECTION TO FEYNMAN'S MASS 
0.035503 WITH UNCERTAINTY 0.00019T011
1.B452962499D 00 OUR MASS 
1.88B95399680 00 FEYNHAN'S
0.335 755 MITH UNCERTAINTY 0.000585746
3.91975942300 00 OUR MASS 
3.88561976120 00 FEYNMAN'S
0.878616 MlTH UNCERTAINTY 0.000936821
1.4529T990T1D 01 OUR HASS 
1.43940702730 01 FEYNHAN'S
0.942949 MITH UNCERTAINTY 0.001028877
6.30050063050 01 OUR MASS 
6.27515285290 01 FEYNMAN'S
0.403939 MITH UNCERTAINTY 0.000749169
1.83433026900 02 OUR MASS 
1.83 1 24 97 1 39D 02 FEYNHAN'S
0.168221 WITH UNCERTAINTY 0.001536928
7,97845413210 02 OUR MASS
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